This is What You Will Need For The You Brighten
My Path Campology Card
Paper
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 5 1⁄2” x 8 1⁄2” scored
at 4 1⁄4”
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 3 3⁄4” x 5” for the
inside sentiment
2 Pieces of Basic Gray Cardstock cut to 4” x 5 1⁄4”
1 Piece of Gray Granite Cardstock cut to 3 3⁄4” x 5”
1 Piece of Basic Gray Cardstock cut to 3/8” x 5”
1 Piece of Basic Gray Cardstock cut to 1” x 5”
1 Piece of Basic White 4 1/4” x 5 1/2” to stamp the 3 lanterns
and the front sentiment on
Stamps & Dies
Campology Stamp Set
Stitched Rectangle Dies
Garden Birdhouses Stamp Set (for inside sentiment)
Ink
Basic Gray Classic Stampin Ink Pad
Blends
Light Daffodil Delight Blends

Adhesive
Multipurpose Glue
Stampin’ Dimensionals
Tools
Take A Pick
Simple Shammy
Bone Folder
Paper Trimmer & Scissors
Stamparatus or Acrylic Block to Stamp with
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine
Instructions
1. Cut all the paper from the list above.
2. Stamp the inside sentiment using the Basic Gray
Stampin’ Ink pad on the piece of Basic White Cardstock
cut to 3 3⁄4” x 5”. You can glue the inside sentiment piece
to the basic gray piece cut to 4” x 5 1⁄4”, then to the
bottom half of the card base. Remember this is a
horizontal orientation when stamping.
3. Stamp the 3 lanterns on the piece of Basic White 4 1/4”
x 5 1/2” with the same Basic Gray Ink Pad. Leave
enough room between the stamped images to lay your die
and cut out the lanterns. Use the die that cuts out stitched

rectangle measuring 1 7/16” x 2 3/4”. Go ahead and run
those through your machine.
4. Stamp the sentiment for the front of the card on a scrap
of Basic White card stock. Using scissors cut in the
shape of a rectangle that is 1/2” x 1 7/8”.
5. Glue the piece of BasicGray card stock cut to 1” x 5” to
the piece of Gray Granite measuring 3 3/4” x 5”. Leave
about 1/8” border at the top.
6. Next glue the piece of Basic Gray card stock cut to 1” x
5” to the same Gray Granite piece dividing the distance
from the first strip to the bottom of the panel.
7. Glue this panel to the piece of Basic Gray card stock cut
to 4” x 5 1⁄4” and then to the front of the card base.
8. Take the front sentiment piece and center it on the top
strip of Basic Gray at the top of the card. Glue in place.
9. Color the lantern centers with the light daffodil blends.
10.Place dimensional on the back of the lantern pieces
leaving a little space that is going over the next strip of
Basic Gray. You will need about 4 at the top of the
lantern and 2 at the bottom. Remove covers and place
the lanterns on the card front. Start with either side but
do the sides first and then it is easy to get your spacing
right for the center lantern.

11. Add your In Color Jewels or whatever kind you have to
each side of the sentiment and you are all done.

